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ABSTRACT
Fuzz testing consists in automatically generating and send-
ing malicious inputs to an application in order to hopefully
trigger a vulnerability. Fuzzing entails such questions as:
Where to fuzz? Which parameter to fuzz? Where to ob-
serve its effects? etc.

In this paper, we specifically address the questions: How
to fuzz a parameter? How to observe its effects? To ad-
dress these questions, we propose KameleonFuzz, a black-
box Cross Site Scripting (XSS) fuzzer for web applications.
KameleonFuzz can not only generate malicious inputs to
exploit XSS, but also detect how close it is revealing a vul-
nerability. The malicious inputs generation and evolution
is achieved with a genetic algorithm, guided by an attack
grammar. A double taint inference, up to the browser parse
tree, permits to detect precisely whether an exploitation at-
tempt succeeded.

Our evaluation demonstrates no false positives and high
XSS revealing capabilities: KameleonFuzz detects several
vulnerabilities missed by other black-box scanners.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
[Security and privacy]: Systems security — Vulnerability
management, Vulnerability scanners

General Terms
Security Testing

Keywords
Cross-Site Scripting, Fuzzing, Evolutionary Algorithm, Black-
Box Security Testing, Taint Inference, Model Inference
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1. INTRODUCTION
Context . Over the past years, XSS has, infamously, main-

tained its position in the top vulnerabilities[31]. Criminals
use XSS for performing malicious activities e.g., spam, mal-
ware carrier, or user impersonation on websites like Paypal,
Facebook, and eBay [25, 29, 53]. Due to the complexity and
code size of such websites, automatic detection of XSS is a
non-trivial problem. In case of access to the source code,
white-box techniques range from static analysis to dynamic
monitoring of instrumented code. If the binary or the code
are inaccessible, black-box approaches generate inputs and
observe responses. Such approaches are independent of the
language used to create the application, and avoid a harness
setup. As they mimic the behaviors of external attackers,
they are useful for offensive security purposes, and may test
defenses such as web application firewalls. Automated black-
box security testing tools for web applications have long been
around. However, even in 2012, the fault detection capabil-
ity of such tools is low: the best ones only detect 40% of
non-sanitized Type-2 XSS, and 1/3 do not detect any[3, 2].
This is due to an imprecise learned knowledge, approximate
verdicts, and limited sets of attack values.

Automatic black-box detection of web vulnerabilities gen-
erally consists in first “crawling” to infer the control flow of
the application (hereinafter referred as macro-state aware-
ness), and then “fuzzing” to generate malicious inputs likely
to exhibit vulnerabilities. As compared to scanners that are
not macro-state aware, Doupé et al. increase vulnerability
detection capabilities by inferring control flow models[10].
In LigRE, Duchène et al. extends such models with taint
flow inference and guides a fuzzer to improve detection ca-
pabilities one step further[16]. XSS is a problem involving
control+taint flows, and input sanitization. In presence of
even basic sanitizers, many scanners have difficulties in cre-
ating appropriate inputs, and thus produce false negatives.
In order to address aforementioned issues, we propose Kame-
leonFuzz, a LigREextension that mimics a human attacker
by evolving and prioritizing the most promising malicious
inputs and taint flows. We incorporate in KameleonFuzz a
precise test verdict that relies on existing browser parsing
and double taint inference.

Our Approach . KameleonFuzz is a black-box fuzzer
which targets type-1 (reflected) and type-2 (stored) XSS and
can generate full exploitation sequences. As illustrated in
Figure 1, it consists of learning the model of the application
and generating malicious inputs. We reuse the components
A, B, C from [16]. The main contributions of this paper are
the blocks D1 and D2.
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Figure 1: High Level Approach Overview

XSS involve a taint flow from a fuzzed value xsrc on an
HTTP request Isrc to a vulnerable statement Odst (HTML
page). In a type-1 XSS, xsrc directly appears (reflects) in
the current output, whereas in a type-2, xsrc is stored in an
intermediate repository and reflected later.

Step A control flow inference learns how to navigate in
the application. Given an interface and connection param-
eters(e.g., authentication credentials), a model is learnt in
the form of an Extended Finite State Machine with instanti-
ated parameter values, and a two level hierarchy (nodes and
macro-states). The inferred model may not be complete.

Step B, approximate taint flow inference detects the pos-
sibility of XSS by observing reflections of a value xsrc, sent
in the request Isrc, into an output Odst (HTML page). It
generates walks on the model, and approximatively infers
the taint. A substring matching algorithm is used with a
heuristic to avoid false negatives. Figure 2 illustrates a con-
trol+taint flow model.

Step C prunes the control+taint flow model by applying
a specialized form of slicing, called chopping. This reduces
the search space.

The blocks D.1 (malicious input generation) and D.2 (pre-
cise taint flow inference) are the main focus of this paper. A
genetic algorithm (GA), parameterized by an attack gram-
mar, evolves malicious inputs. The attack grammar reduces
the search space and mimics the behavior of a human at-
tacker by constraining the mutation and crossover operators
which generate next generation inputs. We define a fitness
function that favors most suitable inputs for XSS attacks.
Since server sanitizers may alter the observed value at the
reflection point Odst, a naive substring match may not infer
the taint precisely enough, which could lead to false neg-
atives. To overcome such limitations, we perform a double
taint inference. We detail these subcomponents in Section 3.

Contributions. The contributions of this paper are:

• the first black-box model-based GA driven fuzzer that
detects type-1 and 2 XSS ;

• a combination of model inference and fuzzing ;

• an implementation of the approach and its evaluation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a walk-through of our approach over an example.
Section 3 details how malicious inputs are generated and
evolved. Section 5 evaluates KameleonFuzz on typical web
applications. Finally, we discuss our approach in Section 6,
survey related work in Section 7, and conclude in Section 8.

2. ILLUSTRATING EXAMPLE
P0wnMe is a vulnerable application. Once logged-in, a

user can save a new note, view the saved notes, or logout.
KameleonFuzz Execution on P0wnMe In steps A

and B of Figure 1, LigREinfers a control+taint flow model
of which a simplified extract1 is shown in Figure 2. The
control flow is represented by plain arrows (transitions) and
nodes. A taint flow originates from a bold text xsrc, sent
in Isrc, and reflects(dotted arrows) in Odst. For instance,
the value egassem_ of the input parameter msg sent in the
transition 7→ 17 is reflected in the output of the transition
18→ 21.

0 GET /

2

GET /?action=auth&

POST /? {} 

7

POST /? {' login': 'yoda' ,
 'password': 'DoOrDoNot'}

GET /? 
 POST /? {'message2': ' /'}

GET
/?action=
logout&

33

POST /? 
 {'message2': 

'2_e_g_a_s_sem'}

17

POST /? 
{'action': 'save_message'

'msg': 'egassem_'}

9

GET /?action=
view_messages

GET /

GET /?action=
view_messages

GET / 
 GET /?action=

message&

GET /?action=
view_messages&

18 GET /?

21

GET /?action=
view_messages

GET /?

GET /?action=delete
_message&id=1

start

GET /

Figure 2: Inferred control+taint model (extract)

1For clarity sake, we only represent the inputs on the
transitions, and the outputs correspond to colored nodes.
Each color corresponds to a macro-state. The inputs
are composed of an HTTP method(e.g., POST), a part
of the URL (e.g., /?) and POST parameters (e.g.,
{’message2’:’2_e_g_a_s_sem’}). [16] formalizes a
control+taint flow model.



Figure 2 contains a reflection for the value 2_e_g_a_-
s_sem of the parameter message2 sent in the transition
7→ 33. An extract of the output Odst is <input name="
message2" value=’ 2_e_g_a_s_sem ’/> where we

highlight the reflection. Here, the reflection context is in-

side a tag attribute value. The context influences how an
attacker generates fuzzed values. Listing 1 shows the server
sanitizer for this reflection. It blocks simple attacks. Attack-
ers search a fuzzed value s.t. if passed through the sanitizer,
then its reflection is not syntactically confined in the con-
text[45] i.e., it spans over different levels in the parse tree.

1 <?php function webapp_filter($str) {
2 if(eregi(’"|‘|>|<|;|/’,$str)) {
3 $filtered_str = "XSS attempt!";
4 } else {
5 $filtered_str = str_replace(" ","",$str);
6 }
7 return $filtered_str;
8 } ?>

Listing 1: A vulnerable sanitizer in P0wnMe

Table 1 shows fuzzed values sent by w3af[36], a black-box
open source scanner, when testing WebApp. W3af iterates
over a list of fuzzed values. It does not learn from previous
requests, nor considers the reflection context.

Fuzzed Value (xsrc) Reflection
SySlw SySlw
uI<hf>hf"hf’hf(hf)uI

XSS attempt!
</A/style="xss:exp/**/ression(
fake_alert(’XSS’))">
”;!-"<klqn>=&{()}
<IFRAME SRC="javascript:fake
_alert(’klqn’);"></IFRAME>

Table 1: w3af fuzzed values (extract)

In step D, KameleonFuzz generates individuals, i.e., nor-
mal input sequences in which it fuzzes the reflected value.
The chopping (step C of LigRE) produces the input se-
quences. The attack grammar produces the fuzzed values.
For each individual, the taint is precisely inferred. It is an in-
put for the test verdict (did this individual trigger an XSS?)
and the fitness score (how close is this individual of trigger-
ing an XSS?). The best individuals are mutually recombined
according to the attack grammar to create the next gener-
ation: e.g., the individuals 3 and 4 of generation 1 produce
the individual 1 of generation 2. This process is iterated un-
til a tester defined stopping condition is satisfied (e.g., one
XSS is found). Table 2 illustrates this evolution.

An extract of the output Odst for the last individual is

<input name="message2" value=’ WUkp’\t
onload=’alert(94478) ’/>

Since the sanitizer in Listing 1 removes the space , and not
\t,\r or \n, the individual is a successful XSS exploit, as the

syntactic confinement of the reflection of xsrc is violated.
This example illustrates how evolutionary input genera-

tion can adapt to sanitizers. In the next section, we elabo-
rate on the evolutionary nature of our fuzzing technique.

Fuzzed Value (xsrc) Reflection XSS Fit. Gen.
T9nj1’><script>alert
(18138)</script>

XSS Attempt! 3.1 1

oH1eqL’ onload="
document.body.inner
HTML+=’<div id=90480>
</div>’" fakeattr=’

XSS Attempt! 3.2 1

ZuIa2’ onload
=alert(94478)

ZuIa2’onload
=alert(94478)

13.3 1

WUkp’\tLgpRa WUkp’\tLgpRa 9.1 1
WUkp’\t onload=’
alert(94478)

WUkp’\tonload
=’alert(94478)

X 18.5 2

Table 2: KameleonFuzz fuzzed values (extract)

3. EVOLUTIONARY FUZZING
The fuzzing (step D in Figure 1) generates a population

of individuals (GA terminology). An individual is an input
sequence generated by LigREin which KameleonFuzz gener-
ates a fuzzed value xsrc according to the attack grammar for
the reflected parameter. As described in Algorithm 1, this
population is evolved via the mutation and crossover oper-
ators (Section 3.6) w.r.t. the attack grammar (Section 3.2)
and according to their fitness score (Section 3.5).

1 . Create the first generation
2 for l ∈ [1..n] do
3 Popul[l] ← newIndividual(Chopping,
Attack_Grammar)

4 end for
5 . Evolve the population
6 repeat
7 for all individual I(x) in Popul do
8 RESET the Application
9 O = SEND I(x) to Application
10 T = precise TAINT_INFERENCE(x,O,Parser)
11 Compute VERDICT(x,T,Patterns)
12 Compute FITNESS(I,x,O,T,Model)
13 end for
14 CROSSOVER: f fittest individuals to

produce m Children
15 for all C in Children do
16 if random(0,1) ≤ MutationRate then
17 MUTATE(C,Attack_Grammar)
18 end if
19 end for
20 Popul ← (n − m) fittest parents + m

children
21 until stopCondition

Algorithm 1: Genetic Algorithm pseudo-code

3.1 Individual
An individual is an input sequence targeting a specific

reflection. It contains a non-malicious input sequence ex-
tracted from the chopped model, and fuzzed value xsrc.
This sequence encompasses the originating transition Isrc,
and the transition where to observe the reflection Odst.



3.2 Attack Grammar
In order to constrain the search space (subset of A∗, A

being the alphabet for the targeted encoding), we use an
attack grammar for generating fuzzed values. This grammar
also constrains mutation and crossover operators (lines 3, 14,
16 of Algorithm 1). Attackers would attempt to send such
fuzzed values to the application. As compared to a list of
payloads as in w3af and skipfish, an attack grammar can
generate more values, and is easier to maintain thanks to its
hierarchical structure.

The knowledge used to build the attack grammar
consists of the HTML grammar[49], string transformations
in case of context change [51], known attacks vectors [38,
21].

We give a taste of how to build the attack gram-
mar, as it is yet manually written and its automatic gener-
ation is a research direction. Figure 3 illustrates its struc-
ture. The first production rule consists of representation
and context information. Inside an attribute value (<input
value=" reflection "/>) and outside a tag(<h1>

reflection ) are examples of reflection contexts. The
representation consists of encoding, charset, and special string
transformation functions that we name anti-filter(e.g., PHP
addslashes[32]).

In order to create the attack grammar, we assume the
availability of S, a representative set of vulnerable web ap-
plications (different from the tested applications) and cor-
responding XSS exploits. For each reflection context, the
analyst writes a generalization of the XSS exploits in the
form of production rules with terminals and non-terminals.
In case of production rules including the OR or REPEAT
operators, she assigns weights on choices, depending on their
frequency of use in the exploits of S. If no weights are as-
signed, all choices weigh equally. Once created, we use this
attack grammar for fuzzing the tested applications.

We represent the grammar in an Extended Backus–Naur
Form[40] with bounded number of repetitions. By construc-
tion, the attack grammar is acyclic. Thus it unfolds to a
finite number of possibilities. Listing 3 of Appendix C con-
tains an excerpt of the attack grammar.

ANTI-FILTER
OR...

...

REPRESENTATION
AND

CONTEXT
OR

CHARSET
OR

ATTRIBUTE
_VALUE

AND

START
AND

ENCODING
OR

OUTSIDE
_TAG
AND

JS_PAYLOAD
OR

...

QUOTE
OR

TEXT
REPEAT[0:9]

'... "\' ...0.60.1 0.2 JS_P0
...

JS_P1 ...

alert( );

NUM
OR

0 ... 9

NUMS
REPEAT[5:10]

SPACES
REPEAT[1:3]

SPACE
OR

\n \t \r

on
load

on
error ...

NON_TERMINAL

terminal
NODE_TYPE

CONTEXT

HANDLER
OR

QUOTE
...

=

utf8 iso-8859-1
... ...

LETTER
OR

b ...a

Figure 3: Structure of the attack grammar (extract)

Generating a fuzzed value consists in walking through
its production rules and, if applicable, performing choices.
Producing the corresponding string from a fuzzed value con-

sists in concatenating the strings obtained by a depth-first
exploration of the context subtree, representing this string
in a given charset, applying the anti-filter function, and
applying an encoding function. For instance, the string
that results from the fuzzed value of Figure 4 is WUkp’ \t
onload=’alert(94478), in UTF-8 charset, on which the
identity function is applied as an anti-filter, and with no
final encoding change (node plain).

REPRESENTATION CONTEXT

CHARSET ATTRIBUTE_VALUE

START

ENCODING ANTI-
FILTER

JS_PAYLOADQUOTETEXT
REPEAT=5

'
JS_P1

alert( );

N
9

NUMS
REPEAT=5

SPACES
REPEAT=2 HANDLER

SPACE

\t

onload

utf8 plain identity

SPACE

QUOTE

'

N
4

N
4

N
7

N
8

=

L

W

L

U

L

k

L

p

Figure 4: The Production Tree of a Fuzzed Value

3.3 Precise Taint Flow Inference (D.2)
The precise taint flow inference permits obtaining infor-

mation about the context of a reflection. This later serves
for computing a precise test verdict, and is an input for the
fitness function.

The flow for producing the taint aware parse tree Tdst

is illustrated in Figure 5. First, a string to string taint-

Parsing

String taint 
inference

concrete 
SUT output

fuzzed input 
parameter value
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(eg: Levenshtein)

substrings of output 
maked as tainted

String taint inference
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(eg: Chrome)
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Odstxsrc
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Figure 5: Precise Taint Inference (Isrc→Odst→Tdst)

inference algorithm (e.g., with Levenshtein edit distance [26])
is applied between the fuzzed value xsrc and the output



Odst in which it is reflected. In parallel, a parser (e.g., from
Google Chrome) evaluates the application output Odst and
produces a parse tree Pdst (e.g., Document Object Model
(DOM)). Then the taint is inferred between xsrc and each
node of Pdst to produce Tdst, a taint aware parse tree (see
Figure 6), as follows.

For each node of an output parse tree Pdst, we compute a
string distance between each tainted substring and the node
textual value. Then we only keep the lowest distance score.
If this score is lower than a tester defined threshold, then
this node is marked as tainted. This taint condition may be
slightly relaxed in case a cluster of neighbors nodes has a
distance “close to the threshold”. The inferred taint aware
parse tree Tdst is an input for the fitness function and test
verdict.

It is important to note that, instead of writing our own
parser, as done in [41], we rely on a real-world parser. This
has two advantages. First, we are flexible with respect to
the parser (e.g., for XSS: Chrome, Firefox, IE ; for other
vulnerabilities such as SQL injections, we could rely on a
SQL parser). Secondly, we are certain about the real-world
applicability of the detected vulnerabilities.

3.4 Test Verdict
The test verdict answers to the question “Did this in-

dividual trigger an XSS vulnerability?”. The taint-aware
parse tree Tdst (Figure 6) is matched against a set of taint-
aware tree patterns (e.g., Figure 7). If at least one pattern
matches, then the individual is an XSS exploit (i.e., the test
verdict will output “yes, vulnerability detected”). A taint
tree pattern is a tree containing regular expressions on its
nodes. Those regular expressions may contain strings(e.g.,

script), taint markers , repetition operators(+,*), or the
match-all character(.). The tester can provide its own pat-
terns. We incorporate in KameleonFuzz default patterns for
XSS vulnerabilities. Those all violate the syntactic confine-
ment of tainted values. The second pattern illustrated in
Figure 7 matches the parse tree represented in Figure 6.

input attributes

onload alert(94478)

value WUkp

name message2

Figure 6: A Taint -Aware Parse Tree Tdst (extract).
The payload is a message box that displays 94478
(harmless).

script children .+

.+ attributes ( onerror ‖ onload ‖...) .* .+ .*

Figure 7: Two Taint -Aware Tree Patterns, repre-
sented in a Linear Syntax (resp. a tainted script tag
content and a tainted event handler attribute)

3.5 Fitness
The fitness function assesses“how close”is an individual to

finding an XSS vulnerability. The higher its value, the more

weight id dimension
+ + + 1 successfully injected character classes
+ + + 2 tainted nodes in the parse tree Tdst

++ 3 singularity
++ 4 transitions from source Isrc to reflection Odst

++ 5 new page discovered
++ 6 new macro-state discovered
+ 7 unexpected page seen
+ 8 page correctly formed w.r.t. output grammar
+ 9 unique nodes from the start node

Table 3: Dimensions of the fitness function

likely the GA evolution process will pick the genes of this
individual for creating the next generation. The inputs of
the fitness function are the individual I, the concrete output
Odst in which the fuzzed value xsrc, sent in the transition
Isrc, is reflected, Tdst = taint(parse(Odst), xsrc) the taint-
aware parse tree, and the application model M . The fitness
dimensions are related to properties we observed between
the fuzzed value and the reflection in case of successful XSS
attacks. Those dimensions are listed in Table 3. In [17, 15],
we drew a sketch of the currently used fitness function.

Those dimensions model several intuitions that a human
penetration tester may have. The most significant ones are:

• 1: Percentage of Successfully Injected Charac-
ter Classes. Characters that compose leaves of indi-
vidual fuzzed value tree (see Figure 4) are categorized
into classes depending on their meaning in the gram-
mar. This metric expresses the “injection power” for
the considered reflection.

• 2: Number of Tainted Nodes in the Parse Tree.
Whereas injecting several character classes is impor-
tant, it is however not a sufficient condition for an
attacker to exert control on several parse tree nodes.
Successful XSS injections are generally characterized
by at least two neighbors tainted nodes (one which
is supposed to confine the reflection, and the other(s)
that contain the payload and a trigger for that pay-
load). Thus, if an attacker is able to reflect on several
nodes, we expect that it increases its chances to exploit
a potential vulnerability.

• 3: Singularity of an individual w.r.t. its cur-
rent generation. A problem of GA is overspecializa-
tion that will limit the explored space and keep finding
the same bugs [8]. To avoid this pitfall, we compute
“how singular” an individual is from its current gener-
ation. This dimension uses the source transition Isrc,
the fuzzed value xsrc, and the reflection context (i.e.,
the destination transition Odst and the tainted nodes
in the parse tree Tdst).

• 4: The higher the Number of Transitions between
the source transition Isrc and its Reflection Odst,
the more difficult it is to detect that vulnerability, be-
cause it expands the search tree.

• a New Page (5) or Macro-State (6) discovered:
increases application coverage.



3.6 Mutation and Crossover Operators
A probability distribution decides wether an individual

will be mutated or not. When a mutation will happen, an
operator is applied either on the fuzzed value or on the input
sequence.

The fuzzed value mutation operator works on the
production tree of the fuzzed value xsrc (see Figure 4). We
implemented several strategies for choosing which node to
mutate and how to mutate (e.g., uniform distribution, Least
Recently Used, . . . ). The amplitude of the mutation is a
decreasing function of the fitness score: if an individual has
a high fitness score, the mutation will target nodes in the
production tree that are close to leafs. Similarly, in case of
low fitness score, the operator is more likely to mutate nodes
close to the root. An example of fuzzed value mutation
applied to Figure 4 consists in performing a different choice
for the HANDLER non terminal (e.g., onmousover instead
of onload).

The input sequence mutation operator works on the
whole sequence I. It consists of either taking another path
in the model from the source Isrcto the destination Odst, or
targeting a different reflection.

The crossover operator works at the fuzzed value level,
i.e., on the production tree. Its inputs are two individuals
of high fitness scores. It produces two children.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
KameleonFuzz is a python3 program which targets Type-

1 and 2 XSS. It is composed of 4500 lines of code. As shown
in Figure 8, we instrument Google Chrome[18] with the Sele-
nium library[24]. We use LigRE, a control+taint flow model
inference tool and slicer.

Parser    Selenium

Web 
Application

Browser
- e.g. ChromeParse Tree

(DOM)

Request

Attack
Grammar

XSS
Patterns

PrevTool
- control+taint flow 

inference
- chopping

WebFuzz

- evolutionary fuzzing

HTTP

Request

& 
Response

Found
Vulnerabilities

Web
App.

GA
Config

Interesting
Reflections

Figure 8: Architecture of KameleonFuzz

5. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
Based on a prototype implementation, we evaluate Ka-

meleonFuzz against black-box open source XSS scanners,
in terms of detection capabilities(RQ1) and detection effi-
ciency(RQ2). In our experiments, KameleonFuzz detected
most of the XSS detected by other scanners, several XSS
missed by other scanners, and 3 previously unknown XSS.

5.1 Test Subjects
As described in Table 4, we select seven web applica-

tions of various complexity. In Appendix A, we detail our
interest in them. KameleonFuzz detected at least one true
XSS in all of them. We considered four black-box XSS
scanners to compare with KameleonFuzz: Wapiti, w3af,

Application Description Version Plugins
P0wnMe

 Intentionally
Vulnerable

0.3
WebGoat 5.4
Gruyere 1.0
WordPress Blog 3.2.1 Count-Per-Day 3.2.3

Elgg Social Network 1.8.13
phpBB Forum 2.0
e-Health Medical 04/16/2013

Table 4: Tested Web Applications

SkipFish and LigRE+w3af. Appendix B contains the con-
figuration we used during the experiments. It is important
to note that only LigREand KameleonFuzz are macro-state
aware.

5.2 Evaluation Setting
XSS Uniqueness: an XSS is uniquely characterized by

its source transition Isrc, its parameter name, its destina-
tion transition Odst and the tainted nodes in the parse tree
T (P (Odst), Isrc). Hence if a fuzzed value is reflected two
times in Odst, e.g., in two different nodes in the parse tree,
and for each node, the scanner generated an exploitation
sequence, then we count two distinct XSS. In our experi-
ments, the only time we had to distinguish two XSS using
the nodes in the parse tree was in the Gruyere application.
We run the scanners on a Mac OS X 10.7.5 platform with a
64 Bit Intel Quad-Core i7 at 2.66GHz processor, and 4GB
of RAM DDR3 at 1067MHz.

5.3 Research Questions
RQ1. (Fault Revealing): Does evolutionary fuzzing find

more true vulnerabilities than other scanners?

To answer this question, we consider the number of true
positives, the number of false positives, and the overlap of
true positives. For the first two metrics, we compare all
tools, whereas for the overlap, we compare LigRE+KameleonFuzz
against the others(Wapiti, w3af, skipfish, LigRE+w3af). True
positives are the number of XSS found by a scanner that ac-
tually are attacks, thus the higher, the better. If a scanner
produces false positives, a tester will loose time, thus the
lower the better. The overlap indicates vulnerabilities de-
tected by several scanners. We denote as TA the number of
True XSS vulnerabilities found by the scanner A. We define
the overlap as:

overlap(A,B) = TA∩TB
TA∪TB

A low overlap indicates that scanners are complementary.
We also consider the vulnerabilities only detected by one
scanner:

only by(A,B) = TA
TA∪TB

− overlap(A,B)

A low only by indicates that a given scanner does not find
many XSS that the other missed.

For each scanner and application, we sequentially config-
ure the scanner, reset the application, set a random seed to
the scanner, run the scanner against the application, and
retrieve the results. We repeat this process five times, using
different seeds. Parameters have been adjusted so that each



run lasts at most five hours. Beyond this period, we stop
the scanner and analyze the produced results. The number
of found vulnerabilities is the union of distinct true vulnera-
bilities found during the different runs. If possible, scanners
are configured so that they only target XSS. We configure
the scanners with the same information (e.g., authentica-
tion credentials). When a scanner does not handle this in-
formation correctly, we perform two sub-runs: one with the
cookie of a logged-on user, and one without. Since all scan-
ners, except LigREand KameleonFuzz, are not macro-state
aware we configure them to exclude requests that would ir-
reversibly change the macro-state (e.g., logout when an au-
thentication token is provided).

The practicality of LigRE+KameleonFuzz is illus-
trated in Table 5. This figure reports the number of poten-
tial reflections (i.e., potential sinks), found vulnerabilities
(i.e., actual sinks for which a successful XSS exploit was
generated), and generations to find all detected vulnerabil-
ities during the fuzzing. The three columns in the middle
report the length of created XSS exploits for the closest vul-
nerabilities from the start node.

True and False XSS Positives. We manually verify the
XSS for each scanner. During our experiments, no scanner
found a false positive XSS (Skipfish had other false posi-
tives). Figure 9 lists the results of the black-box scanners
against each application. In our experiments, Kameleon-
Fuzz detected the highest number of XSS, and several XSS
missed by others. The union of the distinct true XSS found
by the scanners is 35. LigRE+w3af finds 23

35
= 65.7% of

the known true XSS, whereas LigRE+KameleonFuzz finds
32
35

= 91.4%. KameleonFuzz improves XSS detection capa-
bilities. Since it is challenging to find reliable source (except
our own human testing expertise) which provide an exhaus-
tive list of the number of true XSS in the applications, we
chose not to compute recall.
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Figure 9: Detection Capabilities of Black-Box XSS
Scanners

The overlap and only by of true XSS found by Li-
gRE+KameleonFuzz against other scanners are illustrated
on Figure 10. KameleonFuzz finds the majority of known
true XSS. W3af and SkipFish find the remaining ones. In
the Gruyere application, Skipfish and w3af each found one
vulnerability missed by all other scanners, including Ka-
meleonFuzz. Those consist of a not referenced 404 page
containing a type-1 XSS, and of a type-2 XSS within the
pseudo field when registering. It is harder to find the lat-
ter XSS than others: the application behaves differently
as inferred when the scanner registers a new user with a
fuzzed pseudo. Reusing the fuzzing learned knowledge in
the inference may permit KameleonFuzz to detect this XSS.
Additionally, SkipFish and w3af both detected one XSS in
Gruyere that other scanners missed. Thus the only by of
SkipFish and w3af is two in Figure 10, whereas in Figure 9,
one XSS is detected by both of them. Inferring the control
flow for navigating to non-referenced pages may increase Li-
gRE+KameleonFuzz XSS detection capabilities. If this is
not an option, the tester should use LigRE+KameleonFuzz,
SkipFish, and w3af.

Wap. overlap KF
0% 6.7% 93.8%

w3af overlap KF
5.9% 5.9% 88.2%

Wapiti

2
LigRE+KF

30
w3af

2 2
LigRE+KF

30

SkipFish overlap KF
5.9% 5.9% 88.2%

PT.+w. overlap KF
0% 65.6% 34.3%

Skipfish

2 2
LigRE+KF

30
LigRE+w3af

21
LigRE+KF

11

Figure 10: Number of True XSS found, only by, and
overlap of LigRE+KameleonFuzz and other scan-
ners

LigRE+KameleonFuzz detects more true XSS than other
scanners. It has no false positive.

KameleonFuzz increases XSS detection capabilities.
The non null only by of w3af and Skipfish suggest they are

complementary to KameleonFuzz.

RQ2. (Efficiency): How efficient are the scanners in
terms of found vulnerabilities per number of tests?

To answer this question, it is appropriate to observe the
number of detected true XSS depending of the number of



Application
Potential
Reflections

Generations to
detect the found
XSS

Transitions start→Odst True XSS

Found

False

Positive

1st 2nd 3rd
P0wnMe 37 3 4 6 7 3 0
WebGoat 134 2 6 7 7 6 0
Gruyere 23 4 2 2 7 4 0

WordPress 52 2 2 2 5 4 0
Elgg 59 1 6 1 0

PhpBB 213 4 5 5 6 6 0
e-Health 12 1 4 4 4 8 0

Table 5: KameleonFuzz detection capabilities on the considered applications

HTTP requests. Thus, we set up a proxy between the scan-
ner and the web application, and configure this proxy to
limit the number of requests. We iteratively increase this
limit, run the scanner, and retrieve the number of found
distinct true XSS. We manually verify them. We run such
a process five times per scanner, web application, and limit.
For each number of requests, for each scanner, we sum the
number of unique true XSS detected for all applications.
The results are illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Detection Efficiency of Black-Box XSS
Scanners

On considered applications, below approximatively 800
HTTP requests per application, w3af is the most efficient
scanner. Thus we hypothesize that in applications with
few macro-states, assuming it is able to navigate correctly,
w3af is more efficient than other scanners at finding non fil-
tered XSS. In our experiments, mainly happened in P0wnMe
and Gruyere. In applications with more macro-states, as-
suming the cost of control+taint flow inference is accept-
able, LigREimproves vulnerability detection. Starting from
900 HTTP requests, LigRE+KameleonFuzz detects more
vulnerabilities per number of requests than LigRE+w3af.
For instance, after 2200 requests per application, fuzzing
with KameleonFuzz detects 42.9% more XSS than fuzzing
with w3af. On the LigRE+w3af and LigRE+KameleonFuzz

curves, we can observe several landings, which mostly corre-
spond to the end of the LigREcontrol+taint flow inference
for a given application.

If the cost of LigREinference is acceptable, then
LigRE+KameleonFuzz is more efficient than LigRE+w3af.

Otherwise, w3af alone is of interest.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1 Applicability to other Command Injection
Vulnerabilities

Even though we only experimented with Type-1 and 2
XSS vulnerabilities, we are confident that the Kameleon-
Fuzz approach can be applied to other types of interpreter
injection vulnerabilities, with proper adaptations (e.g., at-
tack grammar), as shown in Table 6. Such adaptation still

Vulnerability Output
Grammar

Where to Parse?

Cross Site Scripting HTML HTML page
HPP Param. Pollution HTTP Reply Headers
PHP Code Injection PHP argument of eval
SQL Injection SQL arg. of sql_query
Shell Injection Shell . . .exec, system

Table 6: Command Injections: Vulnerabilities, Out-
put Grammars, and Observation Points

do not require access to the application source code, only
the ability to intercept at run-time the arguments at the
observation points. Thus for command injection vulnerabil-
ities other than Type-1 and Type-2 XSS, one may consider
our approach as having a grey-box harness. Using our ap-
proach for detecting Type-0 XSS and mutation-XSS is likely
to require an adaptation of the attack grammar[20, 19].

6.2 Approach Limitations
Reset : We assume the ability to reset the application

in its initial state, which may not always be practical (e.g.,
when testing a live application on which there are users con-
nected ; we would work on a copy) or may take time. How-
ever, this does not break the black-box harness assumption:
we do not need to be aware of how the macro-state is stored
(e.g., database).



Generation of an Attack Grammar : Writing an at-
tack grammar requires knowledge of the parameters men-
tioned in Section 3.2. This work is yet manual. The trade-off
between the size of the language generated by this grammar
and the fault detection capabilities is yet to be studied. A
too narrow generated language (e.g., few produced fuzzed
values for a given context, or very few contexts) may limit
the fault detection capability, whereas a too important one
may have limited efficiency. Moreover, the attack grammar
is tied to the targeted injection sub-family (e.g., XSS, SQL
injection, etc), thus the need for human input is a current
limitation. There is room for research in automating this
generation process[50].

XSS Model Hypothesis: We hypothesize that an XSS
is the result of only one fuzzed value. Our current approach
may have false negative on XSS involving the fuzzing of at
least two fuzzed values at a time[7]. To our knowledge, no
scanner handles such cases.

Limitations due to the use of LigRE : KameleonFuzz
supports Ajax applications if they offer similar functional-
ity when the client does not interpret JavaScript. LigR-
Erequires to identify non deterministic values in the appli-
cations [14]. Hossen et al. automated this identification[23].

Encoding : The precision and efficiency of the taint flow
inference is dependent of the considered encoding transfor-
mations. Plain, url and base64 encodings are implemented.
LigREand KameleonFuzz can be extended to support more.

6.3 Threats to Validity
External Comparison : We only compare to open source

black-box web scanners and LigRE. We contacted several
vendors of commercial products, but we did not receive a
positive reply within a reasonable timeframe. Thus we were
unaware to compare with commercial scanners. Those may
obtain better results than the considered scanners.

Randomness: Scanners make extensive use of random-
ness. Since some XSS are not trivial to be found, their
discovery may involve randomness and duration. We tried
to limit such factors by running the scanners five times with
different seeds and up to five hours. The chosen duration of
the experiments may impact the results.

Considered Applications: Our comparison with other
scanners is limited to the considered versions of scanners
and applications. We cannot generalize results from those
experiments. Running the scanners on other applications or
scanners versions may produce different results.

KameleonFuzz Parameters: KameleonFuzz contains nu-
merous adjustable parameters e.g., probabilities that drive
the mutation and crossover operators during the fuzzing. In
Appendix B, we provide significative parameters and their
default values. Those are chosen empirically. Because the
value domain of each parameter is quite wide, and it is time
consuming to run the whole test suite, it was not feasible to
evaluate the combination of all parameters values and their
impact. Thus, we cannot guarantee that the chosen default
values achieve the best detection capabilities and efficiency.

7. RELATED WORK

7.1 XSS Test Verdict in a Black-Box Approach
Confinement Based Approaches assume that malicious

inputs break the structure at a given level (lexical or syn-
tactical). As in Sekar’s work[41], we rely on non-syntactical

confinement and we use detection policies that are both syn-
tax and taint aware. A key difference is that Sekar wrote
his own parser to propagate the taint, whereas we use the
parser of a browser (e.g., Google Chrome). Thus we infer the
taint twice (see Figure 5). By doing so, we are sure about
the real-world applicability of the found XSS exploits, and
our implementation is flexible w.r.t. the browser. [45] re-
lies on non-lexical confinement as a sufficient fault detection
measure, which is more efficient than [41], but requires a cor-
rectly formed output (which is not an always valid assump-
tion on HTML webpages[20]) and is prone to false negatives.

Regular-Expressions Based Approaches assume that
the fuzzed value is reflected “as such” in the application out-
put i.e., that the sanitizer is the identity function. In case
of sanitizers this may lead to false negatives[36]. Moreover,
most do not consider the reflection context, which can lead
to false positive. IE8 [37] and NoScript [27] rely on regular
expression on fuzzed values. XSSAuditor (Chrome XSS fil-
ter) performs exact string matching with JavaScript DOM
nodes[1].

String Distance Based Approaches Sun[46] detects
self-replicating XSS worms by computing a string distance
between DOM nodes and requests performed at run-time by
the browser.

IE8[37] and Chrome XSSAuditor[1] filters only work on
Type-1 XSS. Whereas NoScript is able to block some Type-
2 XSS, but is only available as a Firefox plugin.

7.2 Learning and Security Testing
In its basic form, fuzzing is an undirected black-box ac-

tive testing technique[28]. [52, 48, 22, 39] mainly targets
memory corruption vulnerabilities. Stock et al.’s recent work
fuzzes and detects Type-0 XSS in a white-box harness[44].
Heiderich et al. detect in black-box mutation-based XSS
caused by browser parser quirks[19]. LigRE+KameleonFuzz
is a black-box fuzzer which targets Type-1 and 2 XSS.

GA for black-box security testing has been applied to
evolve malwares[30] and attacker scripts[6]. KameleonFuzz
is the first application of GA to the problem of black-box
XSS search. Its fitness dimensions model the intuition of
human security penetration testers.

An Attack Grammar produces fuzzed values for XSS as
a composition of tokens. [50, 47] and KameleonFuzz share
this view. In their recent work[47], Tripp et al. prune a
grammar based on the test history to efficiently determine
a valid XSS attack vector for a reflection. It would be inter-
esting to compare KameleonFuzz to their approach, and to
combine both. Wang et al. use a hidden Markov model to
build a grammar from XSS vectors[50].

Model Inference for Security Testing Radamsa tar-
gets memory corruption vulnerabilities: it infers a grammar
from known inputs then fuzzes to create new inputs[33]. Shu
et al. passively infer a model from network traces, and ac-
tively fuzz inputs[42]. [34, 4, 5] infer the likelihood for spe-
cific inputs parts of triggering failures.

For command injection vulnerabilities(XSS, SQL injec-
tion, . . . ), Dessiatnikoff et al. cluster pages according a spe-
cially crafted distance for SQL injections[9]. Sotirov iter-
ates between reverse-engineering of XSS filters, local fuzzing,
and remote fuzzing[43]. Doupé et al. showed that infer-
ring macro-state aware control flow models increases vul-
nerability detection capabilities[10]. With LigRE, Duchène



et al. showed that enhancing such models with taint flows
increases its capabilities even more[16].

KameleonFuzz extends LigREand is a black-box fully ac-
tive testing approach. It generates and evolves fuzzed inputs
on the obtained reflections using an attack grammar and the
control+taint flow model.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present KameleonFuzz, the first black-

box GA driven fuzzer targeting Type-1 and 2 XSS. As com-
pared to previous work, our precise double taint inference
can reuse real-world parsers, our evolution is conformant
to a tester defined attack grammar, and a fitness function
drives the process by focusing on the most promising po-
tential vulnerabilities. Our approach is of practical use to
detect XSS, and outperforms state-of-the-art open source
black-box scanners. It uncovered previously unknown XSS
[11].

We consider the following directions interesting for fu-
ture work: How to automatically create an attack gram-
mar? How to combine our approach and [47] to increase
the efficiency of XSS detection? How to improve the in-
ferred model using additional knowledge gathered during
the fuzzing? How to apply such a combination of model
inference plus fuzzing to other class of vulnerabilities? [13,
12, 35]
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APPENDIX
A. WEB APPLICATIONS

P0wnMe v0.3 is an intentionally vulnerable web appli-
cation for evaluating black-box XSS scanners. It contains
XSS of various complexity (transitions, filters, structure).

WebGoat v5.4 is an intentionally vulnerable web ap-
plication for educating developers and testers. Its multiple
XSS lessons range from message book to human resources.

Gruyere v1.0 is an intentionally vulnerable web applica-
tion for educating developers and testers. Users can update
their profile, post and modify snippets, and view public ones.

Elgg v1.8.13 is a social network platform used by univer-
sities, governments. Users can post messages, create groups,
update their profile. An XSS exists since several versions.

WordPress v3 is a blogging system: the blogger can cre-
ate posts and tune parameters. Visitors can post comments,
and search. The count-per-day plugin contains XSS.

PhpBB v2 is a forum platform. We include this version,
as it is famous to contain several XSS[2].

e-Health 04/16/2013 is an extract of an industrial med-
ical platform used by patients and practitioners.

B. WEB FUZZERS CONFIGURATION
We here list the main settings used during experiments.

We also configure authentication credentials (cookie or user-
name and login), but do not describe such settings here.

• Wapiti 2.20: -m "-all,xss"

• w3af 1.2 kali 1.0:

misc-settings
set maxThreads 1
set maxDepth 200
set maxDiscoveryTime 18000
back
plugins
discovery webSpider
discovery config webSpider

set onlyForward True
back

audit xss
audit config xss

set numberOfChecks 3
back

back
start

Listing 2: w3af configuration

• SkipFish 2.10b: -Y -Z -m 10 -k 18000

• LigRE:
taint_flow.min_length = 6 characters
taint_flow.max_length = 8 HTTP requests

• common parameters in KameleonFuzz 2013-08-31
are mentioned in Table 7.

http://php.net/manual/en/function.addslashes.php
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http://www.squarefree.com/2007/08/02/introducing-jsfunfuzz
http://www.squarefree.com/2007/08/02/introducing-jsfunfuzz
http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/content-models.html
http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/content-models.html
http://lcamtuf.blogspot.fr/2011/01/announcing-crossfuzz-potential-0-day-in.html
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http://zentrixplus.net/blog/ebay-security-researchers-hall-of-fame-hof/
http://zentrixplus.net/blog/ebay-security-researchers-hall-of-fame-hof/


Parameter Default
Value

LigRE.targeted_reflections – The per-
centage of reflections that KameleonFuzz will
focus on. LigREorders them in descending or-
der of potential interest[16].

0.8

GA.population_size – The size of the pop-
ulation i.e., the number of individuals. The
actual amount is this value times the number
of targeted LigREreflections.

5

GA.elitism – Number of individuals having
the highest fitness score that are kept for the
next generation.

4

GA.mutation_proba – The probability to
apply a mutation operator on a new child.

0.5

GA.crossover_num_exchanges – Number
of exchanges performed by the crossover op-
erator. One exchange means a two points
crossover i.e., for the whole sub-tree of the ex-
changed grammar (non)-terminal.

1

Table 7: Common parameters in KameleonFuzz and
their default values. See Section 6.3 on how we chose
those default values.

C. ATTACK GRAMMAR
Listing 3 contains an excerpt of the attack grammar. The

fuzzed value in Figure 4 was generated using this grammar.

1 START = REPRESENTATION CONTEXT
2 REPRESENTATION = CHARSET ENCODING

ANTI_FILTER
3 CHARSET = ( "utf8" | "iso-8859-1" | ... )
4 ENCODING = ( "plain" | "base64_encode" |

... )
5 ANTI_FILTER = ( "identity" | "php_addslashes

" | ... )
6 CONTEXT = ( ATTRIBUTE_VALUE | OUTSIDE_TAG |

... )
7 ATTRIBUTE_VALUE = TEXT QUOTE SPACES HANDLER

"=" QUOTE JS_PAYLOAD QUOTE
8 HANDLER = ( "onload" | "onerror" | ... )
9 JS_PAYLOAD = ( JS_P0 | JS_P1 | ... )

10 JS_P1 = "alert(" NUMS ")"
11 NUMS = [5:10](NUM)
12 NUM = ("0" | "1" | "2" | ... | "9")
13 QUOTE = ("’" | "\"" | "" | "\\’" | ...)
14 SPACES = [1:3](SPACE)
15 SPACE = (" " | "\n" | "\t" | "\r")
16 TEXT = [0:9](LETTER)
17 LETTER = ("a" | "b" | ...)

Listing 3: attack grammar (excerpt)
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